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Video chat agent

Nissan Motor
Test drive & estimate /
Book a store visit
Drove hundreds of customers
to stores.Won purchase
conversion from customers
across diverse age groups.

Pre-order / New car inquiry &
consultation
Received pre-orders from
the initial month
after service launch.

Presentation

Starting in October, 2021

Video agents showcase
vehicles,with photos, videos
and presentation materials
by screen share.

transcosmos launched online customer services on Nissan
dealership websites to increase customer visit conversion.
Successfully drove hundreds of customers to stores within 12
months, helping Nissan increase its automotive conversion rate.
Nissan entrusted transcosmos offering the same services on its
ARIYA member-only special website.
Develop customer support channels to drive customers to offline stores.

Challenge

■

Strengthen online customer services for solving customer inquiries and driving store visits,
not only receiving pre-orders and registrations for test drive events on Nissan dealership websites.

■

Limited know-how of online customer service techniques and customer service journey mapping
requires not only a tool but also building an end-to-end service framework from designing to
operating the channel after implementing a tool.

Online customer services leveraging the existing websites.

Service

■

Online customer services that seamlessly combine chatbots and live chat agents.

■

One-stop shop services from system implementation, chatbot scenario designing and tuning,
to live chat agent operations services.

Benefits

■

Over hundreds of customers visited stores after receiving chat services on Nissan dealership
websites, making Nissan win contracts with customers across diverse age groups.

■

The successful store conversion rate attained on the dealership websites convinced Nissan
to launch the online customer services on the ARIYA member-only special website.
The service won pre-orders from the initial month.

■

Online video chat services coming soon, where video agents showcase Nissan vehicles along
with images, videos, and presentation materials on the websites.

From the results of our initiatives, we fully realized the impact of the online customer services on
acquiring new customers and winning contracts for new vehicles. It is highly likely that the
automotive industry will undergo a dramatic evolution due to the move towards EV, decarbonization,
connected car, and more. transcosmos has already shown us various new service proposals,
including the deployment of video chat services, chat operations services specifically designed for
campaigns, and operational services for an integrated ID management center. Together with
transcosmos, we will drive initiatives to offer customer experience that allows our customers move
freely between online and, not just offer one or the other.

Mr. Taketo Nakao
Japan-ASEAN
Digital Transformation
Department

* The comment, position and other information above are at the time of interview conducted in December 2021

Build a new customer service channel to meet new
customer needs in the digital society & the new normal era
With its corporate purpose – Driving innovation to enrich people’s lives,
Nissan Motor Co., Ltd. (Nissan) continues to create new value that goes
beyond mobility, to transform the way we live and drive with
unprecedented technologies and concepts.
Given the rise of the digital society and new normal era, the automotive
industry, like others, now must meet the changing customer behavior and
needs for online sales channels, and offer diverse sales channels in addition
to traditional face-to-face customer services. Against this backdrop, Nissan
also faced the challenge of creating non-face-to-face customer touchpoints,
and seamlessly connecting the diversified touchpoints.

Successfully drove customers to offline stores from
websites
Delivered both online and offline customer services
In order to help Nissan overcome the challenge, transcosmos made a
proposal to deploy an online customer service model using chatbots,
enabling Nissan customers to readily ask questions or ask for advice
before making a purchase on Nissan dealership websites. With Nissan’s
go sign, transcosmos offered end-to-end services from system
deployment, to chatbot scenario design and tuning, to operations.
When customers make an inquiry on the websites, chatbots first answer
their inquiries automatically with pre-built responses, and then hand them
off to agent chat services from the point where customers need more
detailed services directly from chat agents. During the conversation with
customers, chat agents identify the model which customers are looking
for and their living area, and then guide the customers to visit their nearby
stores. By creating a path which makes customers select “connect to live

chat agent,” then directly talk with agents at the earliest stage as possible,
transcosmos built a framework that enables Nissan to seamlessly drive
high purchase probability customers to stores. In addition, transcosmos
ran the high-speed PDCA cycle, swiftly escalating challenges identified
and fine-tuning bot scenarios on a regular basis.
Achieving success in driving customers to offline stores from the dealership
websites, Nissan introduced the framework to the member-only special
website for ARIYA – Nissan’s first all-electric crossover SUV. Building on its
know-how, transcosmos launched the services swiftly, and constantly carried
out initiatives to increase the live chat agent support rate and store visit
conversion rate, thereby enhancing Nissan online customer services.

Within 12 months, more than hundreds of customers
visited stores from the websites
Helped Nissan win pre-orders for its new EV vehicle
Within only 12 months after launching the online customer services
on Nissan dealership websites, hundreds of customers visited the
stores, making Nissan achieve a high purchase conversion from
customers across diverse age groups. Highly satisfied with the results,
Nissan asked transcosmos to operate its online customer services on
its member-only special website for the ARIYA, its new all-electric
vehicle (EV), which resulted in receiving pre-orders in the first month
after transcosmos began offering the services.
As a new initiative to further enhance its online customer services,
Nissan will launch video chat customer services offered by
transcosmos, where video agents showcase Nissan vehicles with
images, videos, and presentation materials on the websites.
Making the most of digital and IT technologies, transcosmos will
continue to assist Nissan in achieving digital transformation of its
business in selling vehicles.

Services for Nissan
Customers

transcosmos

Nissan website

Online customer service

Nissan
Nissan dealerships

What are the distinctive design
elements for ARIYA car body?

Dealer locator
Test drive & Store
visit booking
● Estimate & Payment
plan options
● Campaigns & Events
information
● Vehicle inspection
booking
● Service menus
●
●

Nissan ARIYA is designed in a
simple, yet powerfully modern
manner, blending Japanese
traditional beauty and
cutting-edge technology.
Handoff to
chat agent
For example, the sharp section of
the front fascia and the accents that
run along the shoulder in a single
line, that’s iki, or chic, in its purest
form. And a reimagined kumiko
pattern can be seen on the “shield,”
which protects internal sensors
and replaces the grill that would be
on a gasoline-powered vehicle.

Escalation
Share booking
information
●
●
●
●
●

Chatbot deployment
Scenario design
Tuning
Chat agent operations
Video chat operations

●
●

Customer services
After-sales services

Contact Us

g̲sales@trans-cosmos.co.jp

transcosmos inc.

www.trans-cosmos.co.jp

* We provide a multitude of various other services. If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact us at any time.
* For details on service pricing, please contact any of our sales representatives. * transcosmos is a registered trade name or trademark of transcosmos inc.
in Japan and other countries. * Other company names and product or service names used here are trademarks or registered trademarks of respective companies.
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